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A Self-Help book for single, financially savvy women; It outlines how to dress, present yourself, what

subjects to get educated in, and what type of places to visit in order to meet and attract wealthy

men. It not only gives pointers on how to get financial favors from your suitors without giving IT up

but it also gives pointers on how to make the money you accumulated work for you in the future.

The Author (Baje Fletcher) shares the lessons she's learned over the years and inspires women

around the globe to never lose sight of their goals. Gold Digging or GOAL Digging? You decide. (If

you love the book please leave a review and also check out Baje's newest book The Breakup Guide

- How to Get over it in Half The Time)
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The saddest thing about this book is that it wasn't written twenty years ago with a volume one, two

and three. It should be required reading for every young lady by the time she reaches 15. What the

men and happily married women who've written negative reviews don't seem to grasp is that the

majority of men (I didn't say all) operating in the dating pool are seriously up to no good.

Unfortunately for us, and very fortunately for them, the women they encounter have been fed with

so much male driven media misinformation that we are merely sheep led to the slaughter. I am a

smart, well educated, woman with my own life and all my years of dating, simply searching for my

other half have been filled with the men Baje describes in her book. Most men consider me a 9 or

10 on the scale for both looks and intelligence, especially since I went to UC Berkeley, but that

never stopped them for exclusively trying to use me for sex. I'm talking about men from A list



celebrities and multi millionaire fund managers down to your average every day Joe Some walking

through the grocery store. All of them. I had to become a prude in order not to be turned out as a

whore. For years I had a problem with the word "gold digger" and realized it was a male dominated

term used to make sure men never had to lift a finger to provide for the women they date or merely

sleep with. But they sure do want that sex and will do ANYTHING and tell any lie to get it. How can

anyone be mad or disappointed because Baje Fletcher, the author, was smart and ambitious

enough to not only figure out how to even the playing field but share that information with the

world?When you break all this terminology and dating down by sexes and our traditional roles it

makes so much sense.
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